Video: PLEASE NOTE: The Scribes pod will not function on mobile devices. To view the live transcription please visit: https://www.streamtext.net/player?event=Padang-9Feb15-AM

Murray McKercher - Toronto Remote Hub: New Scribe pod worked well in AC Room

JJS: Hello All!

Video: Thanks for the feedback Murray!

Yannis li: This is the ICG Secretariat. Welcome to the session "Responses to the ICG RFP Regarding the IANA Stewardship Transition" scheduled at 10:15 - 13:00 SGT at Padang Room. We will be starting shortly once the set up is ready.

pindarhk: Thanks Yiannis -- This is Pindar from HK

Yannis li: The meeting will begin now. Hello, this is the ICG Secretariat and who will be monitoring this chat room. In this role, I am the voice for the remote participants, ensuring that they are heard equally with those who are “in-room” participants. When submitting a question that you want me to read out loud on the mic, please provide your name and affiliation if you have one, start your sentence with <QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>. When submitting a comment that you want me to read out loud of the mic, once again provide your name and affiliation if you have one then start your sentence with a <COMMENT> and end it with <COMMENT>. Text outside these quotes will be considered as part of “chat” and will not be read out loud on the mic.

pindarhk: Noted with thanks. p.

Yannis li: Other streamed languages are also available for this session. Please check out http://singapore52.icann.org/en/schedule/mon-icg-rfp-iana-stewardship for more session details and agenda

Yannis li: Revised Session link: http://singapore52.icann.org/en/schedule/mon-icg-rfp-iana-stewardship

Anne Aikman-Scalese: more volume please

Chuck - IT: Is the volume better now?
pindarhk: Volume fine for me in HK

pindarhk: That said, it could be louder if at all possible.

Chuck - IT: We've adjusted the volume. It should be louder now.

pindarhk: Thanks

pindarhk: They all worked under very tight timelines. Great work and process. Thanks to Izumi and all for their outstanding effort.

Alissa Cooper: +1

Allan Skuce: Volume is fine.

Yannis li: Please be reminded that when submitting a question that you want the ICG Secretariat to read out loud on the mic, please provide your NAME and AFFILIATION if you have one, start your sentence with <QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>. When submitting a comment that you want the ICG Secretariat to read out loud on the mic, once again provide your NAME and AFFILIATION if you have one then start your sentence with a <COMMENT> and end it with <COMMENT>. Text outside these quotes will be considered as part of “chat” and will not be read out loud on the mic.

Phil Buckingham: Jonathan . Excellent clarity . Thanks

Erick Iriarte Ahon: Erick Iriarte, ccTLD . pe <question> some of the possible models could be a separate proposals for ccTLDs and gTLDs? <question>

Jennifer Chung: Thank you Erick, the ICG Secretariat have you in the queue.

Erick Iriarte Ahon: thanks jennifer

pindarhk: <QUESTION>. Pindar Wong , VeriFi (Hong Kong), I would like Jonathan to expand a bit more about the legal basis for the Golden ByLaw?

Jennifer Chung: Thank you  Pindar, the ICG Secretariat have you in the queue.

pindarhk: Thanks Jennifer ... much obliged :)
Erick Iriarte Ahon: but... this is the time for questions :!!!

Yannis li: We are entering the Q&A sessions with all the operational communities now.

Erick Iriarte Ahon: ... ok ... :O

Keith: Erick, the IANA Transition Committee have said they would like one proposal from Names community, but would accept separate proposals from GTLD community and ccTLD community


JJS 2: QUESTION: In a session yesterday on Transition, Larry Strickling, in his concluding remarks, found there was quite a lot of overlap between the CWG and the CCWG, and suggested it may be worth looking at merging the first into the second. My questions are: 1) How likely is this? 2) If not likely, why? END OF QUESTION. Jean-Jacques Subrenat (member of ICG).

Jennifer Chung: Thank you Jean-Jacques, the ICG Secretariat have you in the queue.

JJS 2: @Mohamed: yes.

Mohamed EL Bashir: i recall the his remarks was of overlapping of work in some accountability work

JJS 2: That's correct, my use of "merging" was incorrect. But my question remains valid.

Marc Blanchet: regarding previous comment on IPR, is it that the trademarks are owned by ICANN not NTIA?

Alissa Cooper: <COMMENT>I'm not sure what the question about IPR was specifically referencing, but in regards to the main IPR issue discussed by the IETF working group and CRISP team, the IPR in the iana.org domain name and the IANA trademark are held by ICANN, not the US government. So there is no notion of the rights in those items being granted to ICANN by the USG. ICANN owns them.</COMMENT> --Alissa Cooper, with my IETF participant hat on

Jennifer Chung: Thank you Alissa, the ICG Secretariat have you in the queue.
Erick Iriarte Ahon: interesting position alissa, but the box not necessary the content of the box, we can change the name and keep the content ;)

Alissa Cooper: @Erick both of the proposals also speak to the contents of the registries, but that issue did not generate as much discussion.

Erick Iriarte Ahon: good point gaetano

Erick Iriarte Ahon: @alissa i think this could be a problem at the final.. iana will be named iana?

a: Way to go Bruce. Keep it simple.

Tan Hock Choon: Agreed with Bruce

Jordan Carter: There is a way that the value of the intellectual property rights in #IANA could be discovered - #ICANN could auction it off. :-) </joke>

Jennifer Chung: Please note: The moderator has now closed the queue for in-person and remote participation questions or comments. Thank you.

Marc Blanchet: auction using a lottery? </another_bad_joke>

Jordan Carter: ;)

Jordan Carter: <COMMENT> Larry has been clear that a different time period can be agreed.</COMMENT>

Jennifer Chung: Thank you Jordan. The chat record for this session is being archived and will be available on the session details webpage at a later point in time.